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INTRODUCTION

On 25.02.1961 Smt. Maithili was born as the first child of Sri. H.S.
Ramaiyengar and Smt. H.N. Seethalakshmi in Holenarasipura. As her father
was working in Mines, her education was done in the schools of Goa,
Maharashtra. She graduated from the University of Mumbai in B.Sc., B.Ed.
She has five sisters - Dr. Vijayalakshmi, Dr. Vathsala, Smt. Vasundhara, Smt.
Anasuya and Smt. Komala. She is well-versed in Marathi, Tamil, Konkani,
Hindi, Kannada, Sanskrit, English, French, etc.

Smt. Maithili Varadarajan married Sri. T.R. Varadarajan on 03.02.1984, who
was working in Canara Bank. Due to the transfer of her husband to
Jamshedpur, she had to resign her most favourite teaching profession, and
went with her family on 2.7.1994. During the month of December 1996,
accidentally she came to know about Reiki and its effective result upon an
injured person in a dinner party. Being interested in helping the needy
persons, she along with her husband, learnt I and II Degrees of Reiki from Dr.
B.S. Sunder and Smt. Chandini Sunder. After returning to Bengaluru in 1997,
she learnt the higher levels in Reiki from Dr. Srinath Herur, Dr. Vandana Herur,
Sri. Jayaram, Smt. Padma Srinivas and Dr. K.R. Madhusudan. Later, Dr.
Maithili Varadarajan decided to help the needy through Reiki, and took it as
her profession making place in the ground portion of her house, with the
consent of her husband and in - laws. Since 1998 September, till today, she is
working as Reiki Master by solving the problems of the people, and teaching
Reiki to the interested persons.

Now, over to Reiki Master - Dr. Maithili Varadarajan (Maa).



SECTION 1 - Narrated by Maa



A day came, when I had to quit my most passionate and most loved
profession, I'd loved to take up in my life. School teaching.

I resigned from my job as a school teacher as my husband's promotion as an
officer in a National bank and family care to be taken up on priority - by
Nature's law.

We moved our residence to Jamshedpur, the steel city on 2nd July, 1994. My
two children, and the two elderly parents of my husband and two of us. There
began the new era of my life, beyond my imagination.

As our train journey began with total trust in nature, it started with a bit of
pain in the elders' hearts as they had lived more than 80 years of their life in
the same place.

Yes, as we wanted to get down from the electric train at Chennai, his mother
had a fall and I had only tears in my eyes thanking my god's for having
protected her without even a scratch or pain to her. Next, as we were boarding
our train to Jamshedpur, one of our baggage containing a few of our silver
vessels just broke open. Before I had observed, people on the platform picked
it up and handed it over to me with all sincerity and for a moment I felt my
gods' had only appeared and helped me out.

It has been my experience ever since I have been a child of 7 years that,
before I think about something, nature guides me to its plans for me to bless
and keep me at just watching and accepting nature's plans as nature is more
intelligent...

These lines have always appealed to me and I always surrender to nature at
every given point of time and analyze or judge the least.

As we managed to settle ourselves in our home, there I was surprised to hear
people asking me to teach English to college students and Sanskrit to
highschool students.

Just accepted and thanked nature for the blessings.



*******

Whenever we do any work with dedication, we can be satisfied with ourselves
and satisfy others too. I found the learning was very enthusiastic as well as
disciplined. Then came a phase of severe illnesses to the elderly persons in
the family. Again a test of patience and a positive breakthrough came in the
form of a four-wheeler.

Driving being learnt to help self and family.

I felt very calm when I could drop and pick up my children from school and
also help my father-in-law visit the saloon or meet his friends.

Everyday passed calmly in spite of tough situations on some days

*******

What followed was the golden day of my husband learning Reiki I Level.
Which helped him personally a great deal at the workplace and home
environment.

I was quite curious about learning but had to wait for the divine timing and
that was the Day of Rebirth for my life. Nature had chosen the time and my
master in a very calm manner and thus began my Reiki journey to keep me all
time in bliss. Which many may fail to understand or sense.

The attunement was such an experience that there are no words to explain
the silence it created within and I only began to Watch, Accept and Proceed
with life free from a questioning mind.

So one night as I was going on with the healing process, I felt it was a dream
and I found myself visiting buddhist temples at Sarnath and in Nepal. I just
felt blissful and a few hours later, my husband asked me if we could go on a
short trip to Saranath and Nepal.

I only thanked, thanked and thanked Nature for its beautiful way of taking my
life on an extraordinary mystical and yet blissful path, which my mind could



have never imagined and forget about achieving. My feelings of hunger had
opened up.

As we traveled, all was so blissful and we meditated at Sarnath as well as
Nepal temples, feeling all beyond words.

The pashupatinath temple added to an unique experience of lord Shiva
himself attuning me and assuring me I am always with you, you only have to
remember me.

Tears rolled down in gratitude to feeling the divine communicate so clearly.
With a heavy heart I returned to the room, I had a feeling of severe cold and
fever within an hour. Just went to sleep.

*******

Was midnight and I again felt it was a dream.

I could see my father in law being admitted in a hospital and severely ill.
When I told my husband about it, he thought I was unnecessarily worrying
about him. But then, within a few minutes he got the information that he was
in the hospital. I tried healing him though I was just a 1st degree channel, and
was given a vision of him becoming stable sooner and thanked nature for the
calmness by this feeling.

So after the safe return began the preparation for settling back to bangalore.
Each day seemed so beautifully planned by nature and I felt I only had to
move as nature had planned everything with very peaceful, helpful people
around. Though the heart experienced a kind of pain to part from a few divine
good human beings here.

So, life goes on with the presence or absence of different people at different
phases of life but with sweetest memories of gratitude towards all of them.

By now I had gained the confidence to move forward in coordination with
nature's law. By using nature's energy to help my parents, in-laws, by healing
them regularly.



It helped them remain calm mentally. I deeply conversed with nature to move
forward and had an opportunity to write an article on Reiki in a newspaper.

It connected me to a very divine soul, a Reiki master who visited me and
helped me learn the second level of Reiki, Which opened me up to a higher
refined energy level.

The attunement was a very blissful experience with clear vision of great
spiritual and religious masters blessing me with a blissful feeling at heart.

Now began the true mystical journey with cosmic energies in a splendid and
marvelous way with a higher feeling of refined energies working with me all
the time and keeping me active for 16 hours in a day with least complaints
about life or people around.

I also experienced that the acceptance levels were very refined and
expectations were negligible. Which in turn brought in anything and
everything I needed, even before I needed it. Be it help, be it materials. Above
all, I had observed that my thoughts were always focused on how much better
I could help the needy with this Reiki energy.

By the time I healed and underwent the 21 day cleanse process, my feeling to
heal the needy had increased which attracted aged women with various
health problems to meet me.

I would heal at least five or six women everyday along with energizing my
house, older parents, children and my helpful people. Now I began to feel that
I should be learning further levels as these older women found it difficult to
come to place regularly and would suffer in various ways. I felt if I teach them
I would help them in a better way to take care of themselves in a more
responsible way.

*******

Another day I had to attend some spiritual lectures so I washed clothes and
left home. When I reached the venue I observed my finger ring with emerald
stone was missing and in seconds I could see it was in the corner where I had



washed clothes. I requested 'Reiki' to keep it safe till I went home by evening
and picked it up. I found it untouched by anyone though my servant had done
some jobs in the same place. Only tears of gratitude.

*******

Once my husband planned for a tour of 15 days to Delhi, Haridwar and other
places. In this period my parents-in-law had to be taken care of by my
sister-in-law. I had energized the tickets and paid and placed them safely.
About 15 days prior to the trip my mother-in- law was severely ill. We
admitted her to the hospital, we brought her home and recovered and as she
hadn't seemed totally healthy we were finding it tough to make a decision on
going out on tour but by Reiki blessing we completed our tour much more
peacefully beyond our imagination.

*******

Now begins the new life in the same old house but with nature's
consciousness and pure Reiki energies guiding us at every step of our life.

One day a friend of mine came to me and was in great grief due to severe
pain on both of her knees. She had been a tailor for more than twenty years
and had developed this pain. I could easily trust Reiki and told her that she
should come to my place the next day and I would try relieving her from the
pain.

Just with complete trust in my master and Reiki I began healing her everyday
for about an hour with my minimal knowledge of Reiki. I offered her a glass of
milk daily to help her feel relaxed as she was driving alone. I also helped her
with a few food items as she wasn't able to create money for her day-to-day
living. By 21 days of healing regularly, pain had reduced by about 50%

I had that trust with Reiki, so asked her to come for one more round of
healing. In this period I found her very relaxed, unworried, with the least
complaints and on the tenth day she said, I am totally relieved from pain! So I
felt grateful for the energies but continued the healing for the next 11 days.



During this time, I also found instances of people reaching out to help her in
unexpected ways everytime she needed it. The greatest experience she learnt
was about her self-confidence level being increased and fears totally absent
in her day-to-day life.

For example, she feared crossing the road or traveling alone and always
carried a paper with her house address in her bag.

Thanks to a cosmic miracle, to the most needy person, her I had never
thought of any exchange at all1. But one day she offered to stitch something
for me. I allowed her to do so with respect to her feelings of gratitude.

So the first person was healed by cosmic energy in a miraculous way keeping
the mind and the soul at peace.

Which was the highest need to lead a normal peaceful life.

*******

A lady with Parkinson's disease was nearly all healed within 21 days of the
healing process.

One of my maids with severe body pains after the flu was relaxed with three
days of healing. One day I was just teaching something to small children and
a parent came and reported that her 8 year old had not returned home after
school. I just prayed and connected myself to Reiki energies and in seconds I
got a vision of the boy inside a white light pyramid and in just seconds I could
speak few words and it was beyond my imagination, I asked the mother if she
had some relatives at White Field, a place about 30 kms away from their place
of residence. her answer was her parents lived there and the boy loved them
much and in a few minutes all the confusion was cleared and the mother was
thankful and happy that i could tell her all this and for the first time i could
feel my clairvoyance and clairaudience had began its noble work to help the
needy on right times.

A lady approached me saying she had a severe problem with digestion. Just
healing her for 10 minutes, she was relieved of her problem completely!
Thank the cosmos for the miraculous healing.



*******

One of my friend's daughters had lost her ornaments worth 42 lakhs. She was
unable to find out how and where it had been misplaced. As I tried to
meditate on it, the energies guided to a vision of them being between the
space in her own almirah. She was astonished and said she had searched the
whole almirah except the same section, and finally thanked Reiki.

A woman came to me saying she was highly distracted as her husband was
not working. So no earnings, and she had a son who had to be taken care of.
Her mother was supporting them financially. I healed her for 3 days, and
advised her to learn the I and II levels of Reiki. With this her husband's mind
had begun to change and he began to look for a job. He got a good job and he
too learnt Reiki and they are a very good family now. They have educated their
son well and today he is drawing a salary of both. From the day they learnt
Reiki they have been realizing it, and they also helped other people from their
families by asking them to learn Reiki and also lead better peaceful lives of
confidence.

A lady with two children came to me, they were a very nice family. She was
full of fears and laziness and not confident even to take the smallest decision
for herself. Healing her for three days had revived her. She willingly learnt the
1st level, and practiced regularly. On the 22nd day, she was ready to learn the
2nd level. I had found her to grow in every way. Earlier she practiced and had
undergone a minimum of cleanse process like light fever and some irrelevant
dreams but was not disturbed about them. As she had understood very well
that it was nature's path alloted to her.

By now, some people had begun to know about Reiki and me helping the
needy. But my thirst for learning the further levels of Reiki was my only
thought at all times. My thirst for knowledge had become so intense that I
lost my feelings of hunger and thirst. Would always wait to request my master
to take me through the III level of Reiki.

One day I checked if my master was free? Made time to have a detailed talk
with her and request for the training session. I spoke and she advised me to
wait some more time. I agreed and returned home but my craving was
increasing day by day.



*******

I had just become restless and one day requested Reiki to help me with this
situation and slept off in the night leaving it to Reiki. Next morning, I tried to
bring the newspaper and felt the divine blessing just as I thought about it.

I saw an advertisement about Reiki classes conducted by a master, with
phone numbers. So my mind got a little calmer in thankfulness. After
completing my kitchen work, I prayed to Reiki and called up the number. I felt
very relaxed, As I requested, I was given an appointment to learn the III level a
week from that day. While doing this I felt a little different to choose another
master. Prayed to Reiki and also informed my master about my moving
forward with a new master, and she too blessed me heartily. And now began
the long beautiful journey with more subtle energies guiding me most of the
time, be it the smallest or biggest decisions of my life or anyone connected to
me or had asked me to help them as they approached me with true trust in my
words.

I was just waiting for the day of my III level of learning. Reached my master's
place much before time. Waited patiently with just bliss and eager to tread
the path with more refined secret knowledge that cosmos would bless me
through my master. Completed the formality of registration and came to my
master. Bowed to him with all due *respects* in my heart as I was meeting
him for the first time, I had no words to explain my feeling of dedication to
him.

So I felt very blessed to be learning as I was the only student to know it at the
time. As I was drawing the symbols my master had received phone calls. First
few calls I had been busy and didn't listen to what he was answering and to
whom. I completed drawing symbols, now a call came and the enquiry was
about the master Degree class. I heard him giving all the details about the
seminar. I went through the learning that day with a totally peaceful
experience throughout the attunement process and also the self-healing
process. I felt very free to discuss the symbols that came to my vision as I
had practiced during the II level self-healing process.

When I drew the symbols on the paper, the master said they were Karuna
Reiki symbols and he offered to teach me that on the same day. And I was



totally relaxed and completely happy with getting such precious learning that
day. I was thanking my master every breath for this precious day of my life.
As I was about to leave, I gathered courage to ask my master if there were
any conditions necessary to learn the Masters level.

He only said, if you feel you are ready for it, you can learn but register earlier. I
thanked him for his non-judgemental answer and returned home. Now my
mind was working towards learning the masters level, just four days from that
day, I informed my family about it, made the monetary arrangements and
completed the masters level learning. On that day, all my feelings of hunger
and thirst and love for all my family members were fully expressed. Prepared
and served a very nice dinner to my family and had it myself peacefully with
all gratitude to Master and Reiki.

I was so blissful and felt like I had completed the basic learning of life. I was
blessed with it but had to have a platform to be working with it in a right path
by divine intelligence working through me timely.

So continued the new experiences with every breath and every day being lived
with easily being able to live the Nature's law of keep self calm and in turn
transmitting the same energy of *unconditional* love combined with
gratitude, responsibilities, dedication, acceptance, a meager level of anger or
worry.

The inner growth was getting much refined. The effect of which was, much
clarity in thoughts and any situation of fear would be sensed and the energy
required for it would be provided by the beautiful cosmos in just casual ways.

*******

One day it so happened that my husband was out of town, and the children
left for school. Both parents were suffering from cold & fever. The telephone
lines were not functioning, cash balance was low at home, the water motor
had suddenly stopped functioning, my helpful people were absent from work
due to their health being bad.

Now I just sat and watched, requested Reiki to guide me to the order of
priority & needed to plan the execution of jobs to be completed. Yes. By a



minute I had all the clarity. I just walked to my neighbor's place and requested
the doctor to visit my home to give a check up to my parents-in-law. He
agreed and came home in just 10 minutes. He was such a down to earth
being that he offered to drop me to a nearby medical store to get the
medicines. The whole day I silently did all that they needed and by 3 PM tried
to call on an electrician and plumber to set right the water pump. While I did
this, my mind was very silent. Nature had kept everything in a more peaceful
way. On the next day my helpful people came home before the scheduled
time.

A line man from BSNL had arrived to repair the phone lines for the
neighboring home. I humbly requested him to check upon my phone lines. He
said he had just done it as the complaint had been registered 24 hours back.
It made me spellbound, truly speaking, I had not taken this decision. But one
of my known people had tried contacting me and when I'd not been able to be
contacted, he had only given the complaint to help me.

So all through the situation, nature had prepared me to just watch and move
calm till everything came to be solved. Here I felt, it's the energy within our
heart chakra that determines if we can worry, remain disturbed, restless or
peaceful from when the problem begins till it gets solved.

As a child of 7 years, I used to look up to the sky and ask God, how will I
manage myself in this world full of intelligence and cheating as I could feel I
can only live by Nature's law of unconditional pure love and now I got the
answers.

Now my thoughts moved towards I would heal as well as teach the needy by
making it easier for all who needed it and also were inclined towards its
functioning. My major priority was my aged parents-in-law who were 90 and
80 years of age. I knew they were the duty allotted by god to be taken care of
with a lot of concern, so my presence around them was most important. So I
began making plans to make our residential space bigger to meet the needs
of my family and also mankind.

The construction work began in May, 1998 and was completed by September.
So I started utilizing the ground floor to heal and teach Reiki. Which had
started pouring a lot of helpful people in my life. This I had always
experienced, but now I was being helped before I even asked for it.



*******

As I began this, I was always guided to help more women and children. A few
women, though educated, lacked the confidence to drive a two-wheeler or a
four-wheeler. Some women were afraid to speak loudly, some of them
suffered from unimaginable kinds of pains from their spouses. Some were
being deprived of the right food, clothes or shelter. Some deprived of sleep,
deprived of the freedom to go and meet friends.

Some deprived of everything but made to work like slaves or servants. Some
were suffering emotionally due to lack of love from their husband or his
family. Some were beaten up even after taking up all the responsibilities
without rest. Some suffered from the husbands forcing the wives to yield to
their vasanas in spite of having bad health. I began giving them small healing
sessions and also taught them I and II levels of Reiki. It helped them greatly
to firstly come out of the pains they had undergone all these years in the
various ways. Then it also made them stronger at heart to accept life in a
more open minded way and the energies had brought in vast changes in the
situations they went through from earlier to now. I thanked the cosmos for
having made these souls peaceful at heart and also good and strong in most
ways.

*******

Regular self-healing process that I went through, opened up a lot of mystic
secrets of nature to me. My living was very simple as had been in the hands
of cosmos. And it made me aware of it more clearly. In the meanwhile, my
son who was born with a few health issues by birth needed attention. Now his
age was 9 years, we had approached a few doctors earlier. No one had made
us clear on the root cause of the various problems.

I had attuned my son for the I level of Reiki and within 21 days we were
guided to the best doctors in Bangalore. So he had to go through 3 surgeries
between the age of 10 and 14. Which changed his life completely. The
greatest blessing to this child by nature was, he is always smiling, active, bold
and confident. An Engineer and MBA graduate now. He works at an MNC
today. I always thanked nature for blessing me with this child. So that with the
right guidance from energies he emerged beyond my expectation in



education and also human values, taking care of our health anytime we
needed.

My daughter was in std VIII when I started my Reiki career. I found her
improving much in her academics and also being focused. Most importantly,
she had grown-up with good moral values to complete her MSc in psychology.
Reiki intentions had helped get her married to the right person at the right
time. Today she is content and responsible with an 8 year old, very brilliant
son. I trust nature has blessed her in a very great way to make her life more
peaceful with a lot of good intentions for self and others.

*******

I came across a 21 year old boy who had been debarred from answering his
exams. He was an outgoing young boy who would always go to help others
just anytime required. He was good and was being exploited many times in
various ways by different people. He was unable to get any job. His parents
also abused him for his behaviors. Reiki helped him take a clear decision in
any given situation. He got a very good job even though he was a
non-graduate. A lot of his family members also benefited from the Reiki
energies by putting their lives into a more organized manner. Reiki helped me
in every possible way to make me and my family more peaceful, healthy and
always live in abundance. It filled a lot of love in many relationships who were
disconnected by some or other reason for decades.

*******

On one of my birthdays, few of my students gifted me an Accu-Chek
machine. I wasn't diabetic then. I accepted it silently and kept it safely. Then
after 2 years, when my husband had an open heart surgery, which was also a
timely Reiki guidance to one of the most renowned hospitals in Bangalore, I
was asked to check the sugar levels frequently. That's when I used it and
thanked Reiki for blessing me with any and everything I needed before I
needed it.

*******



One morning I was planning to clean up the house. My vacuum cleaner had
failed for some reason. So I just dropped that work and went ahead with other
jobs. As I was getting down the stairs I was struck with a thought to have at
least a cob-web cleaning brush. I just went to the gate and to my surprise, I
found a caravan with cleaning brush walking towards my gate. I asked her
about the cost. In thanking nature and her, I paid her an extra. She questioned
me saying, all the people bargain, why are you paying me more? I said, you've
brought it for me to my door, when I needed it the most. Such situations are
great eye openers to realize and recognize how clearly nature has
predestined everything for our lives. If we plan to keep our mind calm, our
thoughts get clean and our thoughts get clear and we can be making our lives
more peaceful and progressing in great accomplishing ways.

*******

As I was going through the healing processes, I could hear some mystic
sounds, visualize a few symbols and also a clear vision of gods occupying
their place in my chakras. Nature was repeatedly taking me to inner silence
and thoughts were guided towards certain precious concepts and nature's
laws of allowing the cosmic grace to flow.

By now I had started feeling that the unconditional love energy was playing its
role in all of my life situations and also with those related to or connected
with me. There was a kind of generosity in the heart, be it in healing the needy
or in doing charity, without any expectation of even any exchange as it is the
nature which would keep an account of each of all our thoughts, words and
actions.

Everyday I got up with gratitude for a good sleep and with a prayer to make
my day useful to all who need my help. Thus. keeping me happy and also
giving happiness to others in the right ways of success. A few days later I
came across a doctor's family whose child had severe breathing troubles.
Just began the Reiki healing on distance, by a month the frequency of
wheezing attacks had reduced considerably. In some months it had totally
been cured and would occur only if he traveled to extreme climates.

*******



A 25 year old boy just came to help me in some ways I needed. I found him
very good in behavior but he used to be unorganized in work or lacked time
sense. Reiki healing and learning helped him greatly to achieve his ambitions
and goals to manifest easily with a greater refined level of intuitive mind.
Today he is a very confident and successful person in his own way.

A woman approached me with a lot of confusion in her family and health
issues with everyone in the family. Reiki healing of three days relaxed her to a
great level, to maintain the energy levels. To maintain her energy levels, I
advised her to learn level two of Reiki, which she did with all positive attitude
and today is very happy with the progress of her children and family in every
way.

By now many people had come to know about my Reiki healing and teaching.
They took the freedom to call me up and discuss their problem with me and
go through the Reiki healing and Reiki learning sessions, which has benefitted
them as well as their families greatly. In terms of relationships becoming
harmonious, financial growth and more frequently by increasing the
acceptance of the behaviors of the family members.

*******

If we begin to implement the principles of Reiki in our lives, there can be
peace in most of the relationships. The root cause of all sufferings are
expectations from life and people. The moment we reach an energy to
believe that what we are receiving is what we deserve by Nature's law.

Human mind mostly craves for respect, name, fame, honor, awards, rewards
from all. And when it does not get it, it feels angry and disturbed and uses
abusive language to hurt others. Thus creating negativity for self and others
too.

*******

Now I was being invited to render a few lectures on Reiki at Women's
Association, Study Circle groups in nationalized banks and also at LIC of
India. This brought in some more beings into the precious world of Reiki and
helped become a powerful Reiki channel to help mankind in a greater way.



*******

A few school students of age 7 to 14 were taught Reiki I level. It was
observed that their concentration and memory had gotten tremendously
refined and the learning time also reduced. With added skill of clear
expression and answering the examination by keeping the minds calmer.
Scoring higher grades than what they did earlier.

*******

A vegetable vendor lady used to come daily, she used to only come and go.
One day I asked her why she did that. Her answer was, the day I see you, my
sales go beyond my imagination and I make profits. So, from now on I have
decided to offer a few flowers for your prayers. Even today she does this for
me and it's more than 15 years now. It's only in our own energies to receive
positive energies we make our and others lives better.

*******

One day a boy had left home without any clues for the family to search him.
The parents informed me about it. In seconds as I tried to connect to Reiki I
got the vision of the boy standing on a bridge in Chennai. I just healed his
heart chakra and passed affirmation to help him get the mind to return home
sooner. After this I got a call from parents that the boy had said he would be
home by night. Reiki had played its role in a more refined way. This boy later
came and learnt Reiki till all 5 levels and is today living a very peaceful life
with his wife and parents.

*******

One day a boy about 20 years of age came in. He was very disturbed
emotionally. It was very clear from his looks that he lacked unconditional
love. After putting him through about three days of healing with Reiki, asked
him a few questions in which he shared about the various kinds of life
situations he had gone through. His mother being ill frequently, father being
busy mostly and ultimately it had affected his education very badly.



He learnt two levels of Reiki, made himself stable and completed his
graduation with a first class percentage of marks. Now he himself came
forward to learn the next two levels of Reiki and nature blessed him with a
gold medal in his master's level of LLB. Today I see him as a very successful
person with a good family and well behaved son.

*******

A family came down to stay from Patna to about 10 houses on my left side.
Someone had told them earlier about Reiki. The lady approached me casually
but felt happy and told me about a lot of her plans. She went through the II
levels of Reiki. It relaxed her a lot. She had a very big project to sell one of her
houses in Patna and take a new house in Bangalore. She told me about it. I
just told her, she should intend positively and I shall intend with Reiki. By a
week she had people calling her to purchase the house. Then within a week,
she went personally and completed the sale and returned happily. By 2
months she even purchased a new house in Bangalore. All this happened in a
very short span of 4 months.

And she had all regards and dedication to Reiki. Which had made her and
family be in the right spirits and take correct decisions at the right times.

*******

A girl 21 years of age came in. She had problems in her studies and was in an
emotional relationship with a young boy. He never seemed to be committed to
settling with her in life. She was too confused and unable to come to any
decisions. Completing Reiki 3rd level helped her get out of this disturbing
relationship pattern and make peace with life.

Now her parents looked for a right alliance and she could settle her life with a
well-behaved person and be happy in her life.

A family had shifted from Mysore to my area of residence. She had a severe
migraine headache. Reiki healing of half an hour once had rid her of this
problem once and for all. She came forward to learn all the five levels of Reiki
and today is a Reiki master teaching Reiki at Chennai.



*******

Once a young graduate approached me with a severe addiction to smoking
and was though known to be positive but couldn't be peaceful. After three
healing sessions he felt quite relaxed.

He learnt three levels of Reiki which helped him come to a major decision of
life to settle in marriage. This made him a very responsible and successful
person with good career growth and also a good family with a daughter and
son. He owes all the credit to Reiki and lives in gratitude at most times.

One day I was invited by a family for some spiritual program. I could go very
comfortably. As I entered the place, my attention was directed to a person.
She had undergone surgery a few days ago. I had healed her on distance, she
felt very delighted to meet me. She had not learnt Reiki or knew anything
about it. I casually told her to come to my place after she recuperated. From
that day only she was able to feel my energies and improved her health. Being
a dedicated person, she was taking care of her father who was 70 years old.
She went through the three levels of Reiki and it made her confident and
helped her go through life much more calmly. To take the intuitive path to give
right medication to her father. It's more than 15 years she has been into the
blissful world of Reiki. Her thought process being very accurate and with total
trust in Reiki. Even to this day, she lives the Reiki guided life at every breath in
being in gratitude to master always, being helpful as mentioned in our Indian
shastras with an attitude of Guru Seva

*******

Dedication can relieve us of any sins and sufferings carried over from
unknown reasons. A young girl about age 27 casually approached me. She
had a lot of need for clarity regarding her further life. She had a very good
government job. Her parents, who she lived with, used to have frequent fights
and the mother suffered a lot. Because of which, she developed a dislike for
marriage. She came forward to learn the first and second levels of Reiki. She
practiced well and started feeling good and positive about life in a unique
way. The day I attuned for the III level, she got the clear vision of five more
symbols. She drew them on the paper, Nature had proved, she was ready to
learn the next two levels as well by giving a 21 day cleanse period. I went



ahead to attune her for the 4th level and after 21 days to the 5th level. By now,
she had become very receptive to nature's blessings and her marriage got
settled within a period of 6 months. She had to relocate from Poona to
Bangalore. She lived a calm life. Now blessed with two boys, who are now
studying well.

Her sensitivity and refined Reiki energies have blessed all her family
members in a great way. She has a very generous heart, which attracts all that
she needs in her life. Today she leads a very blissful life by taking right
decisions of life at the right time with divine intelligence guiding her.

*******

A girl approached me, she had completed her postgraduate about a year ago.
She had not got a right job nor was able to get the right alliance for marriage.
She had learnt II Reiki levels from some other master long back but had not
been practicing regularly. After reattuning her, advised her to practice
regularly for a few days. She had reduced worrying but nothing moved on the
job or marriage part. Attuning her to third level Reiki gave her a positive
breakthrough, within 15 days she secured a good job. Within two months
attuning her to 4th level helped her get a right alliance and she has settled
peacefully in her life. Now she has two children and is leading a happy family
life.

*******

Let me make a mention of how in my own life, relationships, health of the
family, financial status of the family and the upcoming of every life situation
giving more and more clarity to nature's laws.

Everyday nature began to wake me up at exactly 4.30 am. To go with my
morning chores and be meditating and practicing self-healing within 6 am.
Being a traditional Hindu brahmin housewife, my day in the kitchen would
begin only after a bath and short pooja of 15 minutes. Next the preparation of
breakfast and serving all family members and then also packing lunch for
husband and children. Later get ready to be helpful to the needy from 10 am
either healing or teaching Reiki. My lunch time would be varying between 1.30
to 2.30 PM. Until my health went a little down in 2013, I worked till 6 PM with
a short lunch break. My family would also get attention when they needed it
the most.



One evening it rained very heavily, it was about 6.30 PM. I just entered my
mother-in-law's room and sensed her tiredness as she vomited. Sensed it
may be a heart attack. My son and daughter were with me, and my husband
was posted about 200 km away from Bangalore. He was there, I just called
the ambulance, and admitted her to a neighboring hospital. They asked me to
shift her to a cardiac care hospital, within half an hour we went there.

It was 9 PM by then. I sent my son back home and stayed with her in the
hospital and continued to pray to Reiki for her to be healed with the care of
the right doctors. Meanwhile, in the whole night, more than 5 people were
brought into the ICU ward. All had breathed their last in a few minutes. My
gods and Reiki energies had blessed my mother in law with improved health
every hour. I thanked nature for its blessings. She was sent home on the 4th
day with some medication and instructions. After this, she lived with good
health till March 2007 and then breathed her last. She herself practiced Reiki
regularly and was a calm person mostly.

Both my children used to manage themselves well in studies, daughter
completing her MSc psychology, son also completed his Engineering and
secured a good job at a MNC.

Now my grandson was born in 2009. In 2010 my craving to have darshans at
various spiritual places had become very strong. I requested my husband to
join me on a 22-day tour with one of the famous travel companies. It started
with a train journey to Delhi. There, very close to our stay, we came across a
Shree Lakshmi Narasimha temple. I was very delighted as it is my family god.

*******

We moved to Allahabad Triveni Sangam, a very blissful experience with the
waters of Ganga, Yamuna and Saraswati. Then we reached Kashi, the ever
blessing Kashi Vishwanath jyotirlinga darshan was too unique with great
peace at heart. Devi Annaporneshwari was as though blessing me for life. In
all these places, the energy circulation through all the chakras and entire body
could be experienced very clearly. Now our journey was to Gaya, a unique
place with the energies directly making the heart chakra one with the cosmos
with total bliss. Here a few rituals were performed. Here we promised to stop



eating three things my husband loved the most. The fruit was Guava, the
sweet was gulab jamun, and the vegetable was beans. We follow it even to
this day with total dedication to lord Vishnu.

Next we moved to Haridwar, the most soothing river bank of the Ganga. Had a
holy dip, watched the Ganga aarathi. Then had darshans of a few temples in
Haridwar and a few ashrams at Rishikesh too. Such a clean vegetation and
thick forest to give calmness to the mind and body.

Now the two most important spiritual spaces, kedarnath and badrinath. We
were so blessed with every arrangement as if filled with energy.

Many had problems with rooms, cleanliness, bed, water, mosquitoes. But, we
were so blessed to have perfectly right things by cosmic energy. Journey
gave a blissful feeling all through between the clean trees and very cool
atmosphere as if washing away all the waste thoughts in our mind. The
darshans at both the temples had proved what nature can do for us when we
are close to it. Badrinath, called the land of all Deva and Devathas. The land
itself is blissful. The mountains and rivers provide a very soothing feast to the
eyes and calmness to the mind. The most precious journey on this earth
leading one closer to nature, just simply blissful. Heart was full with the
journey and even to this day, the memory is as fresh as it was on that day. It's
my normal habit to spread the energies of such places to all those who relate
to me. So I purchased about 250 key chains, 200 Vishnu padas and about a
100 Gangajal pots to distribute. It was a great pleasure to purchase Kashi silk
sarees for my close kith and kin. Then after a safe return the traditional
celebration of Annadanam after Badri darshan. We invited about 150
members to our home and enjoyed narrating the divine bliss at the spiritual
Spaces.

Most importantly, there was a feeling of realization in the physical and mental
bodies after performing the rituals related to ancestors. The holy dips at
Haridwar, Kashi, Gaya, Allahabad. Hot water springs at Kedarnath and
Badrinath were of unexplainable sense of purity and sanctity in every way.

I encouraged many to visit these places for their well-being. Since then, any
person I meet, I speak about this divine journey and help them also achieve
this bliss.



*******

One day a newly married girl approached me with some health issues. She
had severe back ache and some serious problems with her eyes. In between
all this, her in-laws pressured her to have a child. I totally surrendered to Reiki
and took her through three levels of Reiki. This helped her become strong and
healthy. By the fourth level of Reiki and regular practice she had become very
refined.

She observed a great change in the way her people treated her now. Everyone
respected her and cared for her and stopped troubling.

Now her mind was ready for a child, and today she has an 8 year old son who
is good at playing musical instruments and writing good essays. The whole
family is happy and harmonious as well. The boy also secured some prizes.

*******

A mother approached me and said she had learnt two levels of Reiki but
wasn't practicing regularly. After advising her to heal herself regularly, my
attention moved on to her son who was beside her. She told me he had
completed his studies, had a job too but due to some discomfort had left the
job a few months back. Since then, he had been searching for good
opportunities but nothing had come up positively. After three healing
sessions and teaching two levels of Reiki, he secured a very good job and
lived happily with his family.

A girl approached me as she found herself short tempered most of the time.
With three healing sessions she felt better. She also located the root cause of
her such behavior being lack of confidence and high expectations from
others. She learnt the three levels of Reiki. Now she liked a boy and wished to
marry him and make her future life with him. Then she learned the fourth level
of Reiki. Even then, her fears of expressing her need to her parents did not
happen. But she had complete trust with Reiki energies. By time she
expressed it to her parents and had a very calm marriage. With this she
gained a lot of confidence to face anything and everything that came in her
life. She is happy that she could settle with the person of her choice.



Most of the people who learnt Reiki and had been able to surrender to nature
with total trust in its plans for them and had begun to live their lives in
abundance, acceptance and most importantly least complaints about life or
people or their behavior. Reiki has helped all to lead a calm life in spite of
challenging situations. The thought process has made a tremendous
movement from negative to positive most times. All have begun to
understand the concept of need and deserve much more clearly being
influenced by our thought process.

*******

The most surprising thing was, when many who had learnt Reiki from me
reported to me how they felt when they passed by my home. They told me, in
the period when I was in Delhi for two years, they used to come near my
house gate and pray for their intentions to work out, it would manifest before
they could imagine.

A few of the Reiki channels also reported the feeling of my house agarbatti
and chandan making its presence in their homes whenever they were in any
trouble and tried to remember me, they would feel relaxed and the problem
would also get solved earlier than expected.

Many times it has been observed that a few people who had neither met me
nor spoken to me, were told about me. When they requested me for
predictions, when they had lost a few valuables like diamond earrings worth
Rs 2 lakhs. It was predicted to be found within 48 hours and was taken by
their servant. By Reiki intention it was found although they had lost all hopes
about finding it back. The Reiki energies make a difference in all who stay
connected to it directly or indirectly.

A very minute sensation of a situation that occurred at my place. Once the
water motor stopped working. I was busy with some work. I requested one of
my family members to get it repaired. It was done but with a lot of
unwillingness and it cost about Rs 250. To my surprise it stopped working
within 24 hours. This time I requested Reiki to take care of this repair work.
As I was planning to move out the same person who had repaired it was
going on the road. I called him, and he repaired it again, charging the same
amount. It has never failed working after that till this day. Reiki works
uniquely and beyond our imagination. In many situations like a celebration of



marriage, naming ceremony, house warming or any, when connected with
Reiki makes the situation complete with all good vibrations.

*******

Going back to a situation of parents in laws period. Once it so happened that
a few of their close relatives wanted them to be going and residing at their
place for a few days. In previous such instances it had happened that when
they went and returned from their places, the older persons would fall ill
severely and we even had to hospitalize them and bring them back to
normalcy by putting in more energy, time and also financial parts would get
disturbed. So this time my heart was unwilling to send them away from me
and my house. When it came to how it shall manifest, I only humbly requested
Reiki. The next day, when the plan was to send them, nature heard my prayers
and my whole road was full of boulders for the repair work and no vehicles
could move on the road. I understood very clearly how nature takes care of
our intentions if it's deep from the heart to do the best for anyone on this
earth. I lived in gratitude all the more that it had taken precaution not to make
the weak persons suffer more.

*******

A boy studying in college wished to purchase a bike of his choice, but his
parents were insisting on him to purchase some other. He had neither met me
nor spoken to me. I was just told about this situation. Reiki intention had
worked so well for him that it prompted him to learn four levels of Reiki. In
later years giving him good job opportunities and also a very good life
partner. Even to this day, he lives in gratitude to Reiki and shall definitely be
guided rightly on right times by energies.

*******

A family of four people have been connected to Reiki for the past 15 years.
After the mother learnt three levels of Reiki, children also learnt it. This had
brought in a lot of their situations moving in directions of happiness and
growth beyond their imagination. The boy has a well paying job, the girl is
also with a good job and also her marriage is settled with a good human
being. They live in gratitude to Reiki and their master's words.



*******

Once an opportunity came for me to speak on Reiki at a place called Talikoti
in Karnataka. To make my work easier, a girl who was a 3rd level Reiki
channel accompanied me. Normally I avoid eating food at restaurants or
hotels for many reasons especially to maintain the purity of the body and
aura. I was offered a light breakfast by one of the families in that village. As I
was about to leave, my hands touched on a woman's left arm, thanking her.
She showed a surprise-full look. The talk began and completed, by then about
15 people decided to learn it.

It was completed with great welcome from all who learnt it. Among them was
the woman who offered me breakfast. To my surprise, she uttered a few
words to express her feelings after I touched her on her left arm. She said she
had pain in that area for many years and it just moved away from her body as
I touched her. Reiki is divine intelligence. It works on the root cause of any
problem and goes deep to care completely. We reached home the next day,
thanking all in that village.

*******

A unique experience that revealed a lot of secrets of nature in a more clean
way. Reiki guides us at every of our decisions in a more sensitive way than we
can imagine. We had to plan for a tour to the Andaman islands. We had to
choose May month or December, I was continuously guided to take it up in
May only. Then it happened that the Tsunami took place and we were safe
during our travels.



CONCLUSION

In addition to Reiki, I have also learnt Feng Shui, Vastu, Numerology,
Vedic Healing, Crystal Healing, Spiritual Healing, Powerful Healing
Techniques, Egyptian Cartouche, Violet Fire Meditation, Melchizedek
Merkaba Meditation,Psycho-Linguistic Programming, Switch Words,
Auriculotherapy, Bach Flower Therapy, Angels Blessing Course, etc., to
help people.

I am in deep gratitude to God, Deities, Angels, my spiritual Guru, and my
personal Reiki Masters, for choosing me to be a Reiki Master.

I am thankful to my parents, parents-in-law and my husband to have
allowed me to work in Reiki always.

I am thankful to all of my Reiki students for being with me in group
prayers at all times sincerely.

A special thanks to Master Roshan Hegde for the English e-book and
Master K.S. Neela for the Kannada e-book.

Thank you all who are connected with me as you read this.

Cosmos bless all.



SECTION 2 - Experience of Some Students



I met ma'am in 2013 when I was going through one of the worst possible
phases of my life. Though I had learnt Reiki before from another master, I had
moved away from it and had given up on life totally. But it was only after
meeting ma'am that I started believing in myself again. She helped me
reconnect with Reiki and myself with so much love. There were days I would
break down, but she stood there like a pillar of strength no matter what, with
unconditional love... She helped me as I progressed in Reiki to the master
level, hand holding me at every stage, guiding me to ensure I practiced.... And
all this with incredible patience and love... With Reiki, the more I practiced, the
more I was at peace with myself and with people and situations around me... I
slowly started seeing the magic of Reiki unfold in my life under ma'am
guidance.

What always mesmerized me was, she selflessly taught Reiki to those who
really needed it in their lives without thinking about what she could earn from
it... Today, I can happily say that I have overcome the worst in my life and
today my life has taken a 360 degree turn with all the happiness. And all this,
even when I was in doubt, ma'am always strongly believed that I had it in my
destiny. Even today, if I am a little stressed, I wonder how she senses it. I
almost immediately get a message from her asking if I am ok... This has
happened so many times that I should be used to it, but no it still surprises
me every time. Such is her love and connection with her students...
With Reiki and ma'am today I have become the strong person that ma'am
always believed I can be.

~Anitha , 7829356811

*******

Life has changed from the time Maa has been part of my life. She has taught
me the real purpose of life and life has a meaning post her entry in my life.
She is my guiding light in every walk of life.

~Karima Hannan, 9845750452

*******



So many... have excelled in my career, always feel protected from any
negatives, have been more confident than ever.
Have been able to achieve things which I never thought I would in my life.
Whenever I tell her I want to do something, she tells me, u will do it, don't
worry. And surprisingly, I wud do it. Be it excelling at work, or buying a vehicle,
home etc etc.

Wat miracles have I experienced with mam?
So many times, I have found solutions for my issues by just sharing my
problem with mam. Sometimes I wud have thought of calling her but cudnt
have called her. I get a msg from her, out of nowhere. And she asks if
everything is ok. This shows she is always connected with you and protects
you.

~Rashmi, 9886132679

*******

The experience so far has been incredible, my life has shaped up so well with
the blessings and guidance of Ma. I am indebted to her throughout my life.

~Diwakar KS, 9844232722

*******

I have had a total transformation of my way of living thinking and overall
acceptance of situations and outlook towards life. Thanks to Ma for being
part of our life and guiding us every step of the way.

~Asavari Srinath 9916804644

*******

In this 19+ years of Reiki journey with Her Grace Maithili ma, I have realized
about myself, my ability to do many divine things effortlessly, value
everything which comes in your way, not puffing up and giving credits to
others. I have become no-one to someone who is unique, different from other



people of the common society - all credit goes to Ma. Though she has taught
me all kinds of techniques from different modalities to know how things work,
I always wonder, how Ma will come to know about my current situation and
extend her helping hand within no time. With the guidance and blessings of
ma n masters, I'm able to teach Reiki basics to the needy to my ability which
is working for them greatly.
My sincere gratitude to Ma for being in my life as spiritual mother, guide,
guru, mentor....etc Always Love you Ma.... Thank you, Thank you, Thank you.

~Jahnavi Venkatesh, 8792888286

*******

I came from Goa and was looking for a job in Bangalore, had low self
confidence, not getting shortlisted for interview calls for jobs. As I enrolled
into each Reiki session until Reiki Mastership, emotional healing in each level
helped me regain the confidence. I joined a job in GM in ITPL on 3rd July
2006. Then I called my family members from native place. My parents,
brother and far off family relatives each one who attended Reiki Sessions had
miraculous breakthroughs in at least one field they were aspiring for. Eg.
education, job, marriage to family relations. It has been a divine and amazing
journey to learn Reiki for everyone I have been in touch with.

~Suraj Desai 9535198920

*******

Maithili madam, who is fondly called as MAA, is a very good, kind hearted and
spiritual person. She is my Reiki teacher and guide. She always guides me in
the right direction and supports me if any help is needed.

It was in Jan 2008 when I first heard of REIKI from one of my colleagues. We
were working late at night and I was feeling a little uncomfortable when my
colleague passed on some energy and I started feeling better. He informed
me about his Reiki teacher and asked me to meet the teacher once. In Feb
2008 I met her and till date believe that I took the right decision to meet her
and get associated with her and in the process completed my mastership in
Reiki. I also learned to live life in gratitude which is very important. After



meeting her and being with her, a lot of miracles happened in my life like my
job got into a good position, my brother's troubled marriage life solved,
without even meeting my brother with distance healing, my marriage etc.. to
name a few. Her guidance in my marriage helped me to select the perfect
soulmate who is very understanding and very supportive in difficult times.

Many of her students like me have benefitted from being associated with her
with Reiki. I truly believe there are many more students who are destined to
meet her and experience miracles in their life.
All the best to everyone.

~Nagabhyru Ajaya Kumar - 9986209975

*******

Meeting a Rekhi master can bring about various positive shifts and
experiences. Some people report feeling a deep sense of relaxation and
peace during Rekhi sessions. Others may experience an increased awareness
of their own energy and a greater connection to their inner self. Miracles can
vary from person to person, but many have shared stories of improved
physical and emotional well-being, enhanced intuition, and a greater sense of
purpose in life. It's a unique journey for each individual!😊🌟 I am lucky to
get introduced to master ji through my husband. I am very grateful to lord for
choosing me to be a student of master ji. My life has changed. I have
changed in many ways for good and there are many miracles in our life to pen
after coming in touch with her ..... Starting with my wedding,my kidney stones
surgery,my sister in-law’s wedding, my delivery, my in-laws surgery,my
daughter 's school admission, my promotion there are so many incidents
which is just a miracle after surrendering to ma and all set to face many more
miracles with her presence. She is the persona of our happy stress-free life....
Thank you ma for always being there for us.

~Akshatha Hegde, 9632734177

*******



Ma!

That's how I addressed her the first time in mid 2015, I met her around Guru
Purnima (divine timing). It was the most defining moment of my life, other
than perhaps being born. My life can be clearly differentiated to before and
after meeting her. I was someone fearful, a failure in my own eyes, full of
defective thoughts, beliefs and perceptions and without a sense of
responsibility or a vision for life.

Ma taught me all five levels of Reiki and provided me with proper spiritual
guidance to mold me into a grateful, humble and confident human being with
a vision that's no longer just about me. I've had countless miracles in my
journey with her and will share a few below. However, an even more important
learning for me was in watching her words and actions in day to day life.
Scriptures elucidate these to be the qualities of a true Guru.

She is always non-judgmental towards one and all and treats everyone the
same.
She is in a constant state of gratitude for even the smallest of help and
thanks everyone so genuinely and profusely that it's sometimes embarrassing
given how much she has helped you already!
Is unfazed and has complete trust in God even in the most difficult of
circumstances be it for herself or for those seeking her guidance and help.
Accepts anything & everything that happens as divine will
Has tremendous compassion and feels the suffering of the other
Can sense your thoughts and intent and guide accordingly even when you
don't say or tend to say something else.
Can heal or help get a breakthrough by mere thought

These are some of the qualities my limited understanding could comprehend.
Now coming to the miracles or breakthroughs in my life. Since connecting
with her my whole life has been one big miracle, and there are too many
instances to note but will share a few that come to mind.

My marriage - By the time I was 29, I had no clarity on the marriage part and
when ma said I should get married and then with a miraculous turn of events,
I got married to my soulmate very happily despite numerous external
challenges.



My sister's marriage - I had no money and the whole family was against it,
based on the partner my sister chose. Only through Ma's blessings I could get
the courage to bring everyone onboard and arrange the funds and get the
marriage completed peacefully.

Job Change - I had left a challenging (people) job in anticipation of another
which was on hold as I could not get the increment papers (had misplaced it
while shifting house) from my previous company. Out of desperation and fear
after many days of uncertainty and while praying to god I asked Ma about it
and she kept saying there is a divine plan. Though frustrated from the
situation I trusted her words and asked if I could meet her that day. While I
was riding to her place the company called and sent me an offer letter as per
expectation. The next day my former roommate called and said he found
some files of mine which also had the previous increment letter (if I had
submitted it, I would have got less hike in the new company)

Kidney Stone operation - a few months after marriage my wife had a kidney
stone surgery during which she mentioned that she experienced Ma's hand
healing her during the process.

Office colleague accusation - a female colleague in office had wrongfully
accused me of misbehavior just around the time of my marriage. I was deeply
hurt by the experience and when I called Ma to share this, she calmed me by
saying God will take care and even shed a tear out of compassion for me.
When I was on wedding vacation that very person was fired from the
company for guess what!

Healing the heart - In another deeply personal painful experience I just called
ma and shared my sorrow and was weeping in a bus as I could not control.
Ma just said, I am with you, do not worry and in that moment something
changed in my heart and I felt a profound lightness in my heart and the pain
was instantly gone. So much so that I don't even remember it today but very
vividly recall the healing.

Mystical Experience at her house - We were blessed once to stay at her house
on account of her birthday and as I woke up in the morning. I had an
experience where every cell in my body, a voice from within and everything I
see outside and even the air I could feel caressing my body was only saying
bhagavan, bhagavan, bhagavan🙏🙏🙏 It was like this for 30-40 mins. I don't



know how to best describe it but it was the blissful, calming and fulfilling
experience of my life. Worth living for and even worth dying for! Nothing else
comes even remotely close.

But the most important thing for me in being connected to ma, is this deep
realization and conviction that in her grace and wisdom she has taken the
responsibility of my life and therefore my success in this world and my
liberation in the other is certain.

Thank you so so much for everything Ma🙏 Love you❤
Padapranams Ma🙏

~Roshan Hegde, 9844385069

*******



SECTION 3 - Switch Words Experience



Good morning, I had a fantastic experience with the switch word “Rush Ink
Deal Done” . I was really struggling to sell my two flats for the past four years
and each flat ~100-150 people saw in the last four years. People were liking
the flat but they were not coming forward to talk and were not buying it. So it
was a really difficult experience for us as to why it was not going in spite of
the flats being good and also situated in prime location and everything else
was good. So when Maithili ma gave me this switch word, I really… from the
bottom of my heart I chanted this. And she also told me to chant five minutes
before talking to the client. I did this. Amazingly! Amazingly!!! Both my flats
got sold! In the sense, they gave advance the same day, one in the afternoon
by 1.30 and the other at evening 7.30. The best part is both the flats there
was competition to buy, two people came at the same time to buy. Of course
one person was disappointed because he couldn’t get the flat. But it was an
amazing experience from four days of struggle to one day of success in both
the flats, it was a really really amazing experience with Rush Ink Deal Done.
Superb, thank you, thank you and thank you so much! Bye bye!

*******

My second experience with switch words was my i20 (Hyundia) which was
almost 15 years old. So I was planning to sell for the past one year but
nothing was happening. In fact I was also not taking much action to sell that,
but many people I had told but nothing was happening (working out). So when
I told Maithili Ma, she gave me this switch word. “Light Up, Give Count, Deal
Now”. And amazingly within three days, the i20 got sold for the best price and
for the best person, who really wanted this vehicle as well. So it was an
amazing experience with this switch word as well, superb experience. I am
really indebted to the universe and maithili ma for having given me this switch
word which worked so well. Thank you, thank you and thank you so much!
Bye bye!

*******
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